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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

Another crazy sharply higher week for wheat! Yay!! That’s the good news. …but after that…things kinda 

go downhill.  

 

Yes, really. Now don’t get me wrong…KC July wheat futures closed at $11.75/bu! And, with any amount 

of luck…you can take advantage of that. How? Sell some new -crop wheat right now. And the reason I 

used the word luck is…the US TX Gulf has been “NO BID” for USA winter wheat, any protein, any 

shipment. As most Kansas wheat bids are based on the gulf export market, finding a bid might require 

some work. The average Colorado basis bid this week is -115 KWK; that’s down 82c for the week, but 

don’t expect much improvement until we get real export biz at the Gulf. If you’re ready to take off some 

risk and go to the bank, then don’t get bogged down by that basis. 

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your business. My disclaimer 

remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but if you are growing wheat to be sold to the milling 

market, or export wheat market, I believe you should buy certified, fungicide treated seed, and 1. Be willing to store your 

wheat, if it’s the right thing to do 2. Apply 60 # of Nitrogen and 15# of Sulfur at planting, and in the spring, apply another 30# 

of N; and if it’s a wet spring, re-apply another 30# of N about 3 weeks later, and 3. Don’t sell your wheat without discussing 

protein premiums  
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As Deputy Festus told the bad guys when he was filling in for Marshall Dillon… “don’t let this deputy 

badge hobble you none. Whenever you get to feeling froggy, you just hop on.” 

 

Maltby might say… “don’t let that cheap basis get in your way. If you’re feeling ready, then go ahead and 

do it”… even though we’re not seeing any good sell signals in wheat futures, yet, although I’m not sure 

I’d wait for a good signal, as when we get it, we won’t be the only ones… 

 

AS Bob Marley sang in his classic “I shot The Sheriff” …“one day the bottom will drop out. Yes, one day 

the bottom will drop out.” 

 

 

For the week…we see KC up $3.25, Chgo up almost $3.50!! Spring wheat lagged, up $1.90. Besides 

wheat setting new blue numbers, so did corn, both old- and new-crop. Old-crop beans up about 75c, 

and set a new 11-week Closing High, but new-crop beans were only up 35c.  

Crude oil up $20 with the war, omega…and the stock market, set a new red-number ( a new 11-week 

Closing Low). 
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 Old-crop 

HRW 

New 

HRW 

Old-crop 

corn 

New 

corn 

Chgo 

wheat 

Springs Old-crop 

soybean 

New Soy Crude 

oil 

S&P 

CLOSE KWK22 KWN22 CK22 CZ22 WK22 MWK22 SK22 SX22 CRD22 ES22 

03/04 $12.15 $11.75 $7.54 $6.30 $12.09 $11.47 $16.61 $14.50 $108.12 $4327 

02/25 $8.91 $8.81 $6.56 $5.80 $8.60 $9.60 $15.85 $14.15 $87.93 $4380 

02/18 $8.40 $8.41 $6.53 $5.98 $8.04 $9.61 $16.04 $14.64 $90.21 $4344 

02/11 $8.27 $8.28 $6.51 $5.95 $8.04 $9.58 $15.86 $14.44 $91.42 $4410 

02/04 $7.90 $7.91 $6.22 $5.74 $7.70 $9.11 $15.58 $13.95 $90.33 $4493 

01/28 $8.05 $8.04 $6.33 $5.70 $7.91 $9.17 $14.75 $13.52 $85.43 $4423 

01/21 $7.96 $7.99 $6.14 $5.65 $7.85 $9.32 $14.23 $13.16 $85.14 $4390 

01/14 $7.48 $7.52 $5.97 $5.58 $7.45 $8.77 $13.80 $12.93 $83.30 $4655 

01/07 $7.76 $7.76 $6.08 $5.58 $7.61 $9.20 $14.19 $13.22 $78.44 $4668 

12/31 $8.02 $7.98 $5.95 $5.46 $7.74 $9.76 $13.49 $12.69 $74.88 $4759 

12/24 $8.60 $8.47 $6.07 $5.54 $8.19 $10.25 $13.48 $12.65 $72.69 $4716 

12/17 $8.10 $8.02 $5.94 $5.47 $7.79 $10.12 $12.94 $12.47 $70.72 $4636 

 

Here’s crude oil, including early Sunday action showing crude oil gapped higher to start the week, up 

another $8.00/bbl… which tells me…this war is far from over. And it’s going to hurt everyone. 

 

I don’t see any easy way out. 
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The USA Grain Markets, probably even all the world markets…felt to me like we were on the verge 

of…collapse. I think/hope the weekend came at a great time.  

I feel this TX Gulf wheat bid weekly chart is plenty scary, maybe even scarier than we can imagine, but I 

cannot blame any exporter for needing to wait to see if the boat owners, and world buyers…are willing 

to say “ok, business as usual”.  

 

 

We take trans-ocean shipping for granted these day…although in other wars, that wasn’t always the 

case. This map is from a Wikipedia article about “convoys” …specifically naval convoys in WWII. 
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Even though the Gulf HRW bids was this on Friday (see chart above…): 

GULF    
date 12 pro ords diff 

3/4/2022 NO BID NO BID #VALUE! 

2/25/2022 182 126 56 

2/18/2022 185 135 50 

2/11/2022 200 142 58 

2/4/2022 205 145 60 

1/28/2022 206 135 71 

1/21/2022 210 132 78 

1/14/2022 215 135 80 

  

We were glad to see these bids were posted, about business as usual! Although of course, the basis is 

sharply lower, and you might find actual bids are posted against the December, etc: 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

03/04 $10.97-$12.10 $11.85 $10.47-

$10.57 

$9.67-$11.31 $10.10-$11.95 

02/25 $8.47-$9.02 $8.72 $8.46-$8.56 $8.08-$8.34 $8.61-$8.97 

02/18 $7.95-$8.50 $8.23 $7.95-$8.05 $7.66-$7.86 $8.15-$8.45 

02/11 $7.84-$8.39 $8.12 $7.84-$7.94 $7.55-$7.75 $8.04-$8.34 

02/04 $7.46-$7.91 $7.74 $7.46-$7.56 $7.17-$8.01 $7.66-$7.96 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

03/04 (K) -118, -05 -30 -168, -158 -248, -84 -205, -20 

02/25 (K) -44, +11 -19 -45, -35 -83, -57 -30, +10 

02/18 (H) -40, +15 -12 -40, -30 -69, -49 -20, +10 

02/11 (H) -40, +15 -12 -40, -30 -69, -49 -20, +10 

02/04 (H) -40, +05 -12 -40, -30 -69, +15 -20, +10 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

03/04(K) -173 -148, -85 -118, -25 -116 

02/25(K) -40 -28, -04 -39, -14 -35 

02/18(H) -12 -25, -00 -36, -10 -31 

02/11(H) -14 -25, -00 -38, -10 -31 

02/04(H) -20 -25, -00 -32, -10 -31 
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The biggest basis drop shown is almost $1.75!! That’s a heckova basis drop. 

The least basis drop was only 11c! That’s quite a spread!!! 

Part of me suggests just focusing on the flat price, which for Colorado, the average flat price bid was 

$10.99/bushel, certainly the highest flat price we’ve seen in the more than 10 years we’ve been doing 

this Weekly Wheat Update. July shipment (new-crop) is probably different than that, but you’re going to 

want to check around anyway with the big variances shown. 

Another thing you MIGHT be able to do is talk to your elevator about a “fix the futures only” and set the 

basis later.  

But no matter…I’m recommending SELL SOME NEW-CROP WHEAT.  

 

And if you happen to sell on a day when the market is limit up, you might be able to get a better futures 

price if you can use “Synthetics…”. This is from an email a friend sent me he received from one of his 

commission houses last Friday when Chgo May was locked limit bid… It’s not super transparent, but by 

using deep-in-the-money calls (“deeps”), in this case $4.00 Chgo May wheat calls, the commission house 

broker was able to show my friend that Chgo May was actually synthetically much higher than where 

the screen showed... Anyway…if you’re selling wheat, if it’s limit up, ask your elevator about the 

“synthetics” and see if he can give you a better bid. If nothing else, he might raise his basis… However, 

notice that the volume trading on these was TINY. I’m sure the liquidity is terrible, so…if your elevator 

can’t give you a better price, there might be several reasons. (Or if you’re not getting anywhere, you do 

indeed have the right to call another buyer.) 

 

Wheat Synthetics 

 

â€‹Still using the 4.00 calls in both WK and WN  
 

So far the WK 400 calls have traded up to 1009 = that is 14.09 price - the 

current b/a as of 8:45am cst is 1387 bid at 1401 - but is moving quickly and 

the liquidity is poor at best.  BUT better then selling WK limit up and leaving 

close to $2.00 on the table! 
 

Option vols are off the charts +200% in the fronts - untradeable mkts.   
 

Here is the Time and sales for WK 400 calls since 8:30am - last column is 

quantity 

08:43:37.013 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,009'0 2  
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08:42:26.780 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,007'0 1  

08:39:51.036 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,010'0 1  

08:38:53.312 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,010'0 1  

08:38:30.978 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,010'0 1  

08:37:57.026 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,008'0 1  

08:37:29.668 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,008'0 1  

08:35:14.244 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,005'0 1  

08:34:41.415 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,002'0 1  

08:34:20.426 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 1,002'0 1  

08:33:42.815 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 999'0 1  

08:33:13.065 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 999'0 1  

08:30:07.012 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 990'0 1  

08:30:00.000 OZW Chicago Wheat Option May22 400.00 Call 933'0 3  

 

These synthetics cut both ways…if we ever see limit down days, the actual price trading might be a lot 

lower than what you see on your screen. 

Russia and Ukraine together grow about 14% of the world’s wheat, but together they account for more 

than 25% of the world wheat exports, and what the Gulf needs is…for some of that business to come 

here. SO far…they haven’t seen it, shown by the updated Wheat-by-class Export Pace scorecard: 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(02/24/22) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

HRW 3.9 201.1 15 212 325 113 14 8.1 

SRW 3.1 76.6 10 84 120 36 14 2.6 

HRS 2.7 139.5 10 147 205 58 14 4.1 

White 3.0 96.4 10 104 145 41 14 2.9 

HAD .7 6.2 0 6 15 9 14 0.6 

         

02/17/22         

HRW 8.3 197.2 15 208 325 117 15 7.8 

SRW 1.4 73.5 10 81 120 39 15 2.6 

HRS 6.2 136.8 10 144 205 61 15 4.1 

White 2.9 93.4 10 101 145 44 15 2.9 

HAD 1.4 5.5 0 6 15 9 15 0.6 
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On Friday, we saw plenty of signs of instability… 

Hungary announced they are naming bulk grain exports (although is that technically legal in the 

Common Market of Europe?), and this article says other countries are considering forms of food 

protectionism…https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/trade/exports/insights/food-

protectionism-is-spreading-as-hungary-bans-grain-exports/articleshow/90009329.cms 

Louis Dreyfus announced they are suspending operations in Russia; they have a grain elevator on the 

Azov Sea https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/crop-trader-louis-dreyfus-suspends-operations-in-

russia/ 

And then over the weekend, this Reuters article says a Chinese Ag Minister says the Chinese winter crop 

might be “the worst in history”. What!!?? https://www.reuters.com/business/china-ensure-agricultural-

product-supplies-including-grains-2022-03-05/ 

 

SO if you don’t want to sell wheat, there are reasons not to, certainly…although maybe we’ll see some 

moisture this week? 

 

 

We’re getting closer to St. Patty’s Day…my official “winter wheat crop watch start date”… 
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I saw this AP New article about Egyptian bakers…We will assume an Egyptian baker has a much different 

definition of “quality” than what we assume means quality. “Farinograph strength and absorption” and 

“preferred variety lists” let alone “sustainability and carbon monetization” are probably not used in their 

daily vocabulary. These 2 photos are from AP news: https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-

business-africa-lifestyle-middle-east-

1b41faaa7ac0984d0673023b68d39a70/gallery/3228bc6a8ff644c3b8606b9a74435ebc 

What’s on their mind? Supply chain issues…both price and logistics. 
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Speaking of new-crop wheat…here’s a KC July wheat chart. This INCLUDES early Sunday night action, 

which was up another 55c or so!! (maybe that will cover some negative basis action): 

 
There are no close sell-signals. The 4-week Closing Low is at $8.41 from mid-February.  

Corn was 20c higher Sunday night; this is May corn, with the nearest sell signal a triple-bottom of 

support slightly above $6.50…That’s only a buck and a quarter from Sunday night’s $7.75. 
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Overall Export Scorecard showed corn taking a little breather, but still had a good week. Wheat, taking 

the gas pipe, and soybeans slowed even further, but soybeans are seeing good export sales being 

announced, unlike wheat. (Actually, corn export sales for the week were crummy too.) 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(02/17/22) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 61.1 1014.5 60 1043 2,425 1382 27 51.2 

Soybeans 27.6 1498.2 30 1513 2,050 537 27 19.9 

All wheat 13.4 519.8 45 552 810 258 14 18.4 

Milo 5.5 109.5 5 112 310 198 27 7.3 

         

LAST WEEK         

Corn 74.3 953.4 60 981 2,425 1444 28 51.6 

Soybeans 46.3 1470.6 30 1484 2,050 566 28 20.2 

All wheat 20.1 506.4 45 538 810 272 15 18.1 

Milo 10.1 104.0 5 106 310 204 28 7.3 

 

Old-crop May beans finally catching winds of war…maybe finally getting towards the end of the funds 

blowing out of short Chgo wheat and long beans up the wazoo…? Maybe. Beans were up 30c Sunday 

nite and Chgo wheat was locked limit bid, up 85c. (It’s hard to keep track of Chgo wheat limits.)  

 

A sell signal in beans might be found using the double bottom at $15.85. 
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This is a picture of that May beans – May Chgo wheat chart; it’s probably worse than what it shows due 

to the “synthetics”, but…this is crazy. 

 

 

 

There is a March WASDE update this Wednesday, March 9, where maybe we’ll see updated South 

American corn and bean estimates. I doubt the USDA will make any changes to the Russia/Ukraine 

export picture. 

Besides the war, the strangest story we saw was the one about the Chinese wheat conditions. That one 

bears further scrutiny. 

 

 

Have a good week; Stay Safe.  

Yes, I’d like to see you get some stuff sold on this rally, but I know, as we saw repeatedly, good sell 

signals are far below the current markets. Maybe I could be accused of picking a top, although I’d rather 

call it “taking advantage of an opportunity”.  

See ya. 
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